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We extend the well-known Denjoy-Ahlfors theorem about the num- 
ber of different asymptotic tracts of a holomorphic function to 
subharmonic functions on arbitrary Riemannian manifolds. We 
obtain some versions of the Liouville theorem for a-harmonic func- 
tions without the geodesic completeness requirement on a mani- 
fold. Moreover, the upper estimate of the topological index of the 
height function of a minimal surface in Rn has been established 
and, as a consequence, a new prove of the Bernstein's theorem has 
been derived. Other applications to the theory of minimal surfaces 
are also discussed. 

Introduction. 

The present study arose from an attempt to develop efficient methods for 
investigation of external properties of higherdimensional minimal surfaces. 
The main difficulty of this theory is a lack of any representation for such 
surfaces to be analogous of the well known Weierstrass one. On the other 
hand, the coordinate functions of minimal immersions are harmonic ones in 
the inner metric, and from this point of view the minimal submanifolds can 
regarded as the special type Riemannian manifolds M having a system of 
harmonic functions {/i(m),... , /^(m)} with some structure conditions like 
the following one 

J2\Vfk(m)\2=dimM. 
k=i 

1This paper was supported by RFRF,  project  93-011-176 and by Sankt- 
Peterburg University grant, project 95-0-1.9-34 
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Moreover, the minimality condition is a source of the numerous subharmonic 
algebraic combinations of the coordinate functions and the Gauss map on 
M. 

This property along with suitable functional assertions concerning sub- 
harmonic functions allows us to derive an information about the geometrical 
structure of minimal surfaces. We mention the substantial papers of Yau 
[37], Cheng and Yau [4]-[5] realizing this way on the complete higherdimen- 
sional Riemannian manifolds with restrictions on the Ricci curvature. The 
main tool was the maximum principle for the elliptic type PDE (see also 
[11], [12]). On the other hand, the geometrical applications of the Liou- 
ville and Phragmen-LindelofF type theorems have been obtained in [20]-[22], 
[24],[25] by using of methods the quasiconformal maps theory. We notice 
that such theorems can regarded as consequences of an appropriate form of 
the general Denjoy-Ahlfors theorem on Riemannian manifolds. 

The classical Denjoy-Ahlfors theorem states that the order of growth of 
an entire holomorphic function f{z) gives the upper bound on the number 
p of different asymptotic values of f(z). More precisely, let w = f(z) be 
such a function. A family of domains {^(r)} is called the asymptotic tract 
of w = f(z) if 

a) every T>(T) is an open component of the set 

{zeC: \f{z)\ >T>0}; 

b) for all T2 > TI > 0 holds ©(n) D Vfo) and ^TV{T) = 0. 
Two asymptotic tracts V(T) and Vf,(T) are different if for a sufficient 

large r > 0 we have Vf(r) n T)"(T) = 0. 
Then the mentioned inequality is 

.-. loglogM(r)      1 
lim sup       ,   —— > -p, 
r-*+oo        logr 2 

where M(r) is the maximum modulus of f(z) on \z\ = r 
It is well known [13] that this assertion gives an estimate of the number 

of different asymptotic tracts of the holomorphic function by its lower order. 
This terminology goes back to [19] and seems to us more preferable by virtue 
of its adoptation for geometrical applications. 

In this paper we extend the Denjoy-Ahlfors theorem to Riemannian man- 
ifolds. In addition, the geometrical approach enables us to apply the tech- 
nique developed to the theory of minimal surfaces. We give now a sketch 
of our method. Let M be a noncompact p-dimensional Riemannian mani- 
fold and (M, u) be a C2-surface given by an immersion u(m) : M —► Rn. 
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The surface M = (M, u) is called minimal if the mean curvature vector is 
identically zero. If M is the minimal surface then for an arbitrary vector 
e G Rn the corresponding coordinate function f(m) = (u, e)(m) is harmonic 
with respect to the inner metric of M ([17]). Then the asymptotic tracts 
of f(m) can be identified with the noncompact components which one can 
cut off from u(M) by the hyperplanes (u, e) = const. On the other hand, 
there exists an a priori upper bound on the order of f(m) in terms of the 
growth of the distance function in Rn. Hence, the Denjoy-Ahlfors theorem 
applied to /(rn) on a minimal surface M yields some relation between the 
inner geometric characteristics of M and the number of pieces which one 
can cut off from this surface by the hyperplanes. 

The first three sections of the paper are concerned with the general- 
izations of the classical Denjoy-Ahlfors theorem and its consequences on 
arbitrary not necessary geodesically complete manifolds. In Section 3 we 
derive the first order differential inequality on the Dirichlet integral of a 
subharmonic function in terms of the TV-means of fundamental frequency 
of its level sets. This inequality leads to two different types of asymptotic 
tracts of harmonic functions on topologically nontrivial manifolds. Namely, 
there are harmonic functions with compact level sets generating the singu- 
lar asymptotic tracts. The corresponding theory is rather complicated by 
virtue of the additional term in the main differential inequality. This case 
is closely linked with the tubular type minimal surfaces. In Section 4 we 
concern the singular tracts. 

It was recently shown in [35] that there exists a finite or infinite limit 

VP(M) = — lim -i- /        T-^--, 
UJP R->oo In R JMa(R) \x - a\P 

where Ma{R) is the part of the minimal surface M situated inside of the 
punctured ball {1 < \x — a\ < R}. We call VP(M) the projective volume of 
M. As follows from [35] this quantity does not depend on a and the number 
of ends of M can be estimated by c(p3n)V^(.A4). Moreover, the numerous 
connections between Vp(M) and the integral-geometrical means of M have 
been obtained there. 

In the final section of the paper we use the developed methods to study 
the external structure of minimal surfaces with finite projective volume. 

Theorem 0.1. Let M be a two-dimensional properly immersed minimal 
surface in Rn of finite topological type, e is a regular direction and x\ be the 
corresponding coordinate function. IfV2{M) < +oo then either M lies in 
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the hyperplane xi = const, or the number of critical points {at} of xi{m) is 
finite. Moreover, the following estimate of the topological index of M holds 

Y,™&(aj)<V2(M)-x{M), (5.9) 

where x(M) is the Eulerian characteristic of M. 

When M is homeomorphic to a sphere with a finite number of points 
removed Theorem 1 was announced without proof in [23]. 

Let M be a two-dimensional simply connected surface. By n{tel6) we 
denote the multiplicity of the orthogonal projection of M onto a fixed 2- 
plane V at a point z = te%e. Then the following result extends the well-known 
Bernstein's theorem 

Theorem 0.2. Let M be a two-dimensional minimal properly immersed 
plane in Rn3 and M be proper with respect to V. Then either M is some 
plane in Rn3; or 

liminf -— /    — /    n{tei6)de > 8. 
R-+oo \nRj1    t J0 - 

We establish the most of preliminary assertions in the form to be suitable 
for a-subharmonic functions. In particularly, this allows us to apply these 
results to a-minimal surfaces (see the precise definition in Section E and 
also [36]) 

Finally, we agree upon the notations. We assume henceforth that M is 
a p-dimensional noncompact orientiable Riemannian C2-manifold. By DO 
we denote the boundary of a (sub)manifold O. If dM is a nonempty set 
we assume that it is piecewise smooth. By Tm(M), (u,e)XY and V we 
denote the tangent space to M at m € M, the scalar product of two vectors 
X, Y € Tm(M) and Levi-Civita connection on M respectively. 

Let M — (M, u) be a surface defined by a C2-immersion ^(m) : M —> 
Rn, p < n. Then we consider the Riemannian connection V to be induced 
by the immersion iz(ra). Let V be the the Euclidean connection in Rn and 
Nm(M) be the normal space at m. Then, given £ € Nm{M), X, Y e Tm(M) 
we have the Gauss formulas 

(VXY)T = VxY,    (VxF)-1 = B(X, Y), 
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and the Weingarten formulas 

■(Vx0T = -^W,    (VxO-L = V^. 

Here the top symbols T and ± denote the orthogonal projections on Tm(M) 
and Nm(M) respectively. Here, by B and A we denote the second funda- 
mental form and Weingarten map respectively. Then the following relation 
holds 

{u,e)At(X)Y={u,e)B{X,Y)ii. 

We are also droping everywhere the Lebesgues measure designation in 
the integrals we use. 

Aknowledgements: The authors thank the referees for many helpful sug- 
gestions that greatly improved the presentation of this paper and Ms.Daniela 
Santoro for her permanent assistance. 

1. Subharmonic and exhausting functions. 

1.1. We remind that the divergence of a smooth vector field X is defined 
to be 

p 

i=l 

where the last sum does not depend on choice of the orthonormal basis {Ei} 
of TmM. 

Let a > 1 be a fixed real parameter. We define the differential operator 

Aaf = div(|V/r2V/) = |V/r3(|V/|A/ + (a - 2)(ti, e)V/V|V/|) 

where A = A2 is the ordinary Laplace operator on M. 
We denote by Z(f) the set of all critical points of a function /(m). 
Definition 1. A smooth function f(m) is said to be a-subharmonic if 

the inequality 

(1.1) Aa/(m) > 0 

holds everywhere in M\Z(f). If the boundary dM is nonempty we assume 
that everywhere on dM holds 

(1.2) <u,e)V/(m)i/(m)=0 

where u(m) is the outward normal to the boundary dM. 
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Definition 2. If (1.1) turned into equality the function f(jn) is called 
a-harmonic. 

1.2. Let h(m) : M -+ (0;/io) be a continuous function of C00(M\i;o), 
where EQ is the null-level set of h(m). We introduce for t e (0; ho) an /i-ball 
as 

J5^(^) = {meM : h(m) < t}, 

and an /i-sphere as 

Sh(t) - {m G M : fe(m) = t}. 

Definition 3. The function h(m) is called an exhausting function on M 
if 

1. Bh(t) is precompact for all t € (0; /io); 

2. limfc-KX) /i(mA.) = fto along the every sequence m* G M without accu- 
mulation points in M U <9M; 

3. |V/i(m)| > 0 almost everywhere in M. 

Example 1. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. Then the 
distance function h(m) = dist(rao, m) is an exhausting function on M. Fur- 
thermore, at every regular point of h(m) we have |V/i(m)| = 1. 

The following assertion describes the store of exhausting functions on 
minimal submanifolds in Rn. 

Lemma 1.1. Let M = (M,iz) be a minimal surface in Rn and (p(x) be a 
smooth function defined on Rn. We assume that the restriction h(m) — 
<p o u(m) satisfies (1) and (2) in Definition 3 and there exists a smooth 
positive function ip(t) for which the composition ip o <p is a strong convex 
function. Then h{m) is an exhausting function on M. 

Proof We needed only to prove that |V/i(ra)| > 0 almost everywhere in 
M. If this fail then there exists a closed set Z(h) of positive Lebesgues 
measure such that \Vh(m)\ = 0 if m G 2(h). This would implied existence 
of a point mo G Z(h) such that the contingency of Z(h) at mo coincides 
with TmoM. Let {Ek(m) : k = 1,... ,p} be any orthonormal system which 
is well defined in some neighbourhood of mo. In view of degeneracy of the 
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gradient tangent component Vh{m) = (Vl^ow)1" = 0 everywhere on Z{h), 
we have for its normal component 

(Vlyou)1- = Vl(pott),    meZ(h). 

By the definition of the Weingarten map we notice that 

A^Ej) = -(VIEJVl(</> O ip))T = - 
d^ o if) l^M^ 

-]T 

El       xzp    T  T^2^0^) 

fc=i 
dxkdxj 

where ( = [VI(^ o (p)]-1 and {^/c} are the coordinate functions in Rn which 
are dual to the basis {ek}. Taking the trace in the last formula yields at mo 

i,k=l j=l 
dxkdxj 

En T Td2(ipo(p) 

i,ife=l 

On the other hand, the Hessian 

dxkdxi 

d2(ipoip) 

dxkdxi 

is a positively definite quadratic form at mo by virtue of strong convexity 
of ^ o {p. Taking into consideration vanishing of H = 0 and the last identity 
we arrive at 

{u, e)ejej = 0, 

for alii, k < n. Substituting i = k gives |ej| =0 and summing 

0 = X>iJ"|2=dimM=p, 
k=i 

we obtain the contradiction and the lemma is proved. □ 

Example 2. Let (M)u) be a properly immersed surface in Rn. Then 
<p(m) = |n(m)| is an exhausting function on M. 
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Prom now on we shall assume that an exhausting function h satisfies the 
boundary condition (1.2) if the boundary dM is not empty. 

1.3. Let /(m) be a different from a constant function which satisfies the 
maximum principle, i.e. for every open set U C M with compact closure 

(1.3) max f(m) = max/(m). 
m£dU m€U 

We notice that (1.3) valid for arbitrary osubharmonic function. Really, 
it follows from the general maximum principle for the elliptic type PDE's 
(see [8]). 

Definition 4. A family of domains {^(r) : r G (a,/?)} on M is said to 
be the asymptotic tract of f(m) if: 

(i) for every r G (a, /?) the domain D(r) is not empty open component 
of the superlevel set {m e M : f(m) > r}; 

(ii) D(TI) D Dfa) for all TI < T2 from the interval (a, 0); 
(iii) either (3 = +oo, or for some r G (a, /?) the set 

D(T) n{meM: f(m) > (3} 

is empty. 
It follows from (1.3), (i) and (iii) that every domain D(r) has noncompact 

closure. 
We say that two asymptotic tracts are different if there exist such n G 

(ctuPi) and T2 G (0^2, P2) that £>(TI) fl Dfa) = 0. 
Let h(m) be an exhausting function on M and {^(r) : r G (a,/?)} be 

an asymptotic tract of /(m). 

Definition 5. The tract {D(T)} is called regular if there exist TO G (a, 0) 
and a system of nonintersecting intervals Aifc C (0, ho) tending to ho, i.e. 
ho G UfcAiA: so that the set 

D(TO) n Efc(t) 

does not consist of any cycles for all values t G U^A^. Otherwise, we shall 
say that {D(T)} is the singular asymptotic tracts. 

2. The fundamental frequency, its iV-means and the 
Dirichlet integral. 

2.1. Let £ be a compact p-dimensional manifold. Further we define the 
weighted fundamental frequency for the subsets of £ which consist of a finite 
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system of nonoverlapping (p — l)-dimensional compact submanifolds Oj of 
E with or without a boundary. Such a set we call to be simple set (of S). 
We notice, that the /i-sphere S^(t) is a simple set for every regular value t 
of /i(ra). 

Let U be a simple set consisting of components Oi, 02, • • • , Ok and 0 
be a positive in essential smooth function on U. We say that a Lipschitz 
function (p is admissible for U, or ip A 17, if for each component C^- with 
nonempty boundary 80f. <p\dOj — 0 and the equality 

f   |v(m)rV(m)e(m) = 0, 

holds if 00^ = 0.   Further we say open and cyclic components for the 
components Oj with or without a boundary respectively. 

In Section 3 we use the following helpful property. Let Oj is a cyclic 
component and (p(m) be an arbitrary Lipschitz function on Oj. Then the 
improvement function (p(m) — £ will be already an admissible function for 
Oj if £ = 0a(¥>, Oj) is the unique root of the following equation 

Jo, IV/K - </«a-^ - ¥>(m))0(m) - 0, 

where the integration considered over the (p - 1)-dimensional Hausdorff 
measure on Oj. One can show that the last integral is increasing function on 
£, and hence the quantity 0a(^j Oj) is well defined. The explicit expression 
for 0a(<p, Oj) is known only for a = 2: 

Definition 6. The quantity 

(2.2) A^CO = inf /y|v/|VyQ'g"11a 

L/t/lv/l^"-1 

is called a fundamental a-frequency of a simple set U with respect to the 
weight 0. We also use the reduced fundamental frequency defined by 

K,e{U) = \a,e{U) 

if C7 hasn't any cyclic component and A* Q(U) = 0 otherwise. 
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Example 3. If 9 = 1 on [/, a = 2 and U is a domain with the piecewise 
smooth nonempty boundary, then A^C/) is the first nontrivial eigenvalue 
of the classical variational Dirichlet problem. Other words, 

AE/ + A|;0(t/)/ = O, 

everywhere in U for some positive function /(m) equal to zero on dU. Here 
As is the Laplace operator on S. 

Example 4. Let now £ = £(T) be the submanifold in M given by 
the equation h(m) — r. Then it turns out that the most natural choice 
of weight function #(ra) is |V/|V/i(m). We write \a,i{2)hO instead of 
Aali(2)|V/|VfeO. 

Now we formulate some basic properties of the fundamental a-frequency 

A«([/)^A3(t/). 

Lemma 2.1. If Ui C U2, then \*{Ui) > \*(U2), i.e. A* is nonincreasing 
function of a set. IfU consists of open components Oi,... , Ok only then 

X(U)=mmX(Oi). 
l<i<k 

Proof If Ui contains a cyclic component then U2 does too. It follows that 
A*([/i) = \*(U2) — 0 in this case. On the other hand, if U2 is without cyclics 
then such does Ui too. Hence monotonicity of A* follows from the fact that 
<p A Ui implies (p AU2. 

To prove the second property we fix arbitrary functions <pi A Oi and set 
(p(m) = <Pi(m) for m e Oi. Hence 

^(Oi) [  iV/lp* < /  |V/|V^ 

Summing of all this inequalities 

k k 

we obtain min!^^^. \{Oi) < \{0). The reverse inequality follows now from 
the first assertion of the lemma. □ 

The following assertion is an extension of the known for case a = 2 lower 
estimation [4] of the fundamental frequency of an open set. Our proof is 
different from [4] where the main tool is the maximum principle for solutions 
of the elliptic type PDE's. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let a > 1 and /(m) > 0 be a function of C2(U) such that 
Z(/)=0. Then 

(2.3) (Aa>i(2)0[/)a>inf 
i _diviv/ivr-2v/ 

L W-1 0 
Here V, div are considered with respect to the inner metric ofU. 

Proof. We fix a function (/?(ra) A U and denote by /? the right side of (2.3). 
Then from positivity of /(m) we have everywhere in U 

div (jV/|Vr-2^-) +/?(/0)a-1 < 0, 

and hence, 

**" V/* = ^(^r-1 ^ -^Tdiv (iv/ivr-2 Y) = 

-div ( '   y';/a-1
y  V/ ) + 'v";£       (n, e> Vl/a/0-1 Vlv, - (a - 1)^V1/ < 

Let (7 be decomposed into collection of the components U\,... , C/ib with 
nonempty boundaries and the closed components (Pi,... ,05. By virtue of 
the ^(m) A U we have y?|ac7i = 0- Using the Stokes' formula and (2.4) we 
arrive at the inequality 

Applying the Cauchy's integral inequality we obtain 
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Given k > 1, we can find (p(m) A U such that 

|V/|V1V« 

JU v JU 

where we abbreviate X(U) = Xa,i(2)9U. It follows from (2.5) 

|v/|vifV "" 

u   n / |v/lvi/>Q 

Ju 

Hence we obtain 

(2.6) 

where 

MO = /?r - akvXMt + (a - 1) < 0, 

C ■LC f ipaea-1 

Ju 
Now finding by standard arguments the minimum of A(£) over all £ > 0 

we conclude that 

^(0 >(«"!) 0 
1 

a-1 

-(a-l)k«\(U) 

and by virtue of (2.6) we obtain 

P < Xa{U)k. 

Taking into account the condition on k we complete the proof of Lemma 
B2. D 

2.2.  We consider a (p — l)-dimensional subset O C S and an integer 
N > 1. Let us introduce 

1   N 

X{0, N) = AQ,,(C?; AO = inf - £ A*,^), 
i=l 

where the infimum is taken over all systems {0;}^ consisting of iV pairwise 
nonoverlapping simple subsets Oi c O. 
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Definition 7. The quantity \(0, N) is called N-mean of the fundamen- 
tal frequency of O. 

Remark 1. It is clear from the definition that A((9; N) = 0 if O contains 
N or more cyclic components. Moreover, we give without proof the following 
elementary property of this characteristic (see [21]), 

Xa9i(2)eo\i<...<Xa9i(2)eO]N<... 

Lemma 2.3. Let O be an open component, 9 = 1 and ip be an admissible 
for O function which satisfies equation Aa(p = — /xa^|V/|^a"2 in O. Then 

Aa,0(0,AO</x, 

where N is the number components of the set Oo — {m e O : |V/|^(m) ^ 
0}. 

Proof The inequality follows immediately from the inequality Xa(Oi) < /i 
which is true for each component Oj c OQ. □ 

2.3. In this paragraph we give some estimates of the fundamental fre- 
quency of one-dimensional sets (families of curves) and their A/'-means. Let 
us consider a compact manifold S, dim S = 1. Then we have rather complete 
information about iV-mean of the fundamental frequency. 

Lemma 2.4. Given an open subset O = Uf=1Oi C E such that dOi f£ 
0, Oi n Oj = 0 and for any integer N we have 

(2.7) A2^(0)=7r 

and 

max /   6(t) dt 
l<i<s Jo 

-i 
>        * 

f09(t)dt 

(2.8) X2fi(0]N)>7^N, ax / 0(t)dt\ 
*£* JO J 

max 
i<t< 

Proof Without loss of generality we can assume that O is disjoint collection 
of intervals Ai, A2,... , A5 which are equipped by the natural parameter- 
ization with their lengths and let |V/|Ai be the length of A*.  We choose 
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arbitrary (pi(t) A A* and for 0 < t < |V/|A; set 

i(t) = J 0i(T)d7 

where ^j(r) is the restriction of 9(t) on A,.  Applying the Wirtinger's in- 
equality we obtain 

 = « >    1 
iV/lAi 
/   ViffiOidt 
o 

Jipi(t)2dt 
& 

Here & = £j(|V/|A;) and ipi(Q = <pi o i(^). The equality holds for 
ipi(g) = sin(^7r/|i) and hence by virtue of Lemma ??, (2.7) is proved. 

In order to prove (2.8) we set e > 0 and choose a decomposition O into 
the collection of the disjoint intervals <% c O such that 

e + 
N N   , . 

A2l,(0; iV) > - J] A2>tf(5i) = ^ E    / ^C*) di 

fc=i fc=i ^^ 

-i 

Applying the inequality between the arithmetic and harmonic means we 
obtain 

e + A2,0((?;AO>7r;V 

JV -l"1 

A:=l       ^^ 

>7rN [ 9{t)dt 
Jo 

and in view of arbitrariness of e > 0 we arrive at the required inequality. □ 

The first part of the previous proof can be carried through unchanged 
for the cycles. Hence, we have 

Lemma 2.5. In the notations of the previous lemma and if dOi — 0 for all 
1 < i < s, 

(2.9) X2jo(0) = 27r max  /   0(t)dt\ 
l<i<sJOi 

As for the higherdimensional case we have only fragmentary facts. Let 
us assume that M = Rn and h(x) =|V/|a; is the euclidean distance from 
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the origin. It is clear that \Vf\Vlh(x) = 1 and AQ:ji(2)(90 is equal to the 
ordinary fundamental frequency Xa{0). Let n > 2, then /i-sphere is the 
euclidean sphere 5n~1(^) of radius t, and given open subset O C S71"1^), 
we have (see, e.g. [21]), 

cifrKssbK1 if   measO^i^r-1, 

^^(^(TE^o)^1    if   mea8 0>%u>nt
n-\ 

where meas O is (n — 1)-dimensional Lebeques measure on Sn 1(t), un = 
meas Sn~l(l) and ci(n) depends only on n. 

2.4. Let V C M be an open subset and / € Cl(V). For the given a > 1 
we introduce the Dirichlet integral as 

yW^/iv/ivir. 
3 

if the last integral is different from the infinity. 

Definition 8. Let P, Q C X> be disjoint closed sets. We define a capacity 
of the capacitor (P, Q; V) by 

(2.11) capa(P)Q;©) = inf / |V/|V1^ 
Jv 

where the infimum is taken over all locally Lipschitz functions (/?: M —> Rnl 
such that (/}(ra) = 1 when m e P and </?(m) = 0 when m e Q. 

We say that a manifold M has an a-parabolic type if for any compact 
F C M there is a sequence Vi c V2 C ... C Vk c ... , Uf=1Vk = M of 
open sets Vk D F with compact closures such that 

lim capa(F, M \ P^; M) = 0 
k—>oo 

It is easy to see that the last limit doesn't depend on the exhaustion sequence 
{Vk}- Furthermore, we can assume that the family {Vk} is a sequence of 
/i-balls for the exhausting function h(m). 

Given an a-subharmonic function f(m) on M, let us denote by V = V(T) 

a fixed element of the asymptotic tract {^(r)} of /(m). Let t G {h(V); ho), 
where 

h(V) =mf{h(m) :meV}, 
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and __     
P(t) =VnBh(t),Q(t) =V\Bh(t). 

Lemma 2.6. Let M(t) = maxpnSh(i){r)/(m)}.    Then for any numbers 
ti < h from the interval {h{V), ho): 

(2.12) /      |V/|Vir < ^capa(P(^i), Q(t2); V)Ma{t2). 
Jp(ti) 

Proof. Let <p be any function which is admissible for the calculation of 
(P(ii),(3(i2);^). Then /i(m) = (/(m) - r) vanishes everywhere in the 
set &Dn (intM) and (u, e)fi(m)u — 0 on DM. Applying Stokes4 formula we 
obtain 

/ ^(^e)Vl/iVl/i|V/|Vl/ia-2 < -a I ^"Vi^^Vl/ilV/lVl/i^Vl^. 
Jv Jv 

Hence we have 

(2.13) 

jf ^iV/IVir < a (^a|V/|Vir)  a   (^|V/|/ia|V/|Vl^ 

and the maximum principle for /i(m) yields 

' / ^|V/|Vir) < ct*   max:   /f (m)   / |V/|V1^ 

i 

Applying now the equality ^(m) = 1 on P(ti) and taking infimum over all 
<p(m) we obtain the required estimate and Lemma B.6. is proved. □ 

Lemma 2.7. Let f(jn) be an a-harmonic function satisfying (1.2) and 
M(t) = max{|V/|/(ra) : m € £/*(£)}. Then for anyti,t2 from (0;/&o) , ti < 
i2 we have 

f   iv/ivir < «a / 
«2 -"  1-a 

M-^(t)dt 

SVt) 

where S{Y,t) = (/s rt\ |V/|Vl/ia M ^ 1 is t/ie /?o«; of the exhausting func- 

tion. 
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The proof differs only in the details from the same one given above. 
Namely, from the coarea formula ([7], Theorem 3.2.22) and (2.13) it follows 

(2.14) 
t2 

f     |v/|vir < of* [     |v/iriv/|vi^ < or [M"(t)dt [    lJJ^h 
JBhit!) JBh{t2) J Jxh(t)   |V/|Vlft 

tl 

for any admissible for the capacitor (Bh{ti),M \ Bhfo)] M) function ^(m) 
Set 

G(t) = f —jrr 
Jti M«-i( In Af^i(OS(S(0) 

and substitute G o h(m)/G(t2) instead of <p(m) into (2.14). Hence, we obtain 

/       |V/|Vir < ^Gfe)1"", 
JBhfa) 

as required. 

2.5. Let us suppose that h(m) be a positive a-harmonic function every- 
where outside of its own null-level set (the main case is h to be the absolute 
value of a a-harmonic function). Then the flow 5(Et) defined in Lemma ?? 
does not depend on t. The quantity 

S(h) = S(Zt) = [      (u,e)iA71/i|V/|Vl/ia-2, 

is said to be a full flow of h. 

Lemma 2.8. For any ti,t2 from (0, ho) such that ti < tz, 

a-l 

capa(JB/l(ti),M\J3h(t2);M)=. S(h) 
t2-ti 

Proof. We notice that the function ^(m) defined for m e Bhfo) \ Bh(t\) as 

t2 — h{m) 
<p(m) = 

t2-t1   ' 

equal to 0 when m e M \ Bh(t2) and 1 when m € Bh(ti) is admissible for 
the capacitor (Bh{ti), M \ Bh(t2)\ M). Then from (2.11) we have 

,,hitiM)< j        IV/IW, cap0   
/^(t2)\Bh(ti) 
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where we set 

.capajh(ti, fe) = capJB/^ti), M \ Bh{t2)\M). 

Applying now a-harmonicity of h{m) and the Stokes' formula we obtain 

/        IV/|Vlpa = /        (|V/|Vl<p«+<p div|V/|Vtpa-2mip) -- 

= [       ¥>|V/|Vl^a"1<t4,e)Vl^i/- /       ^|V/|Vl^a-1(^e)Vl^z/. 

Now taking into account the boundary conditions on <p(m) we arrive at 

To verify that in fact the equality holds, it is sufficient to observe that <p(m) 
is actually an extreme for the calculation of the a-capacity of the capacitor 
CP(*i)}Q(*2))> since it is a-harmonic and satisfies the "natural" boundary 
condition (u,e)Vlhu = 0 on DM (see e.g. [6]). □ 

3. The Main Inequality. 

3.1. Let M be a noncompact p-dimensional manifold with a fixed 
exhausting function h(m) : M ~> [Q,ho). We assume that / is an a- 
subharmonic function satisfying (1.2) and {^(r)} is an asymptotic tract 
of /. Let us choose an arbitrary subset V = 2?(TO), where ro is a regular 
value of both h and /, and set /i(m) = f(m) - TQ everywhere in V. Let 
h(V) = infmG£> h(m). Then for any regular value t > h{T>) of h{m) we have 

J(f) = y'|V2|1=     J    |V/r<    J    /i^eWxIV/ir2- Vh 
Why 

3 VC\Bh{t) vniEh(t) 

because /i(m)Aa/i(m) > 0 everywhere in V. Here Vft/|V/i| is the out- 
ward normal i/(m) to X!/i(t) n V with respect to M. The set T,h(t) n V is 
compact and, hence, it splits into the cycles r^t),... ,Ti(t) and compo- 
nents 7i(i), • • • ,7fc(i) with nonempty boundaries. Let r(i) = U^=1ri(t) and 
7(«)=U?=i7j(*)- We set 

X(t) = min{Aa,vfc(7*)» Aa,^)} 
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and qj(t) = (l)Q(fi(m);Tj(t)). Then the function 

V(m)==l him), m€7(t) 

is admissible for S/j^) n V. Applying the Minkowski inequality we have 

v{u,e)Vh\Vh\a-lVh< 
a-l 
X(t)a MVhmr*^ + 

-Aa-i(t)iurivftia, 

and, therefore, 

J(t)<    J    «<tt>c>V/i|V/ir2j|^+^ft(t)y"<tt>e>V/i|V/ir2j||- < 

xh(t)nv 

A"-1^) 
a         J 

zh(t)nv 

a-l       f 

am   J m {u-e™Vhr2m 
Sh(t)nD 

+ Q(t), 

where 

(3.1) Q(t) = !>(*)/   <«»e>V/i|V/ir-2i/. 

Taking into account the definition of X(t) we arrive at 

\Dv\a J{t)^) I 
Eh(t)nl> 

|Vfe| 

(3.2) 
q-l     y 

sh(t)nr> 
|Vfc| 

V/i    Vft 
IV/il'IVhl + <?(*), 
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where D is the induced covariant derivative on S(t). 
By virtue of orthogonality of v = V/i(m)|V/i(m)|~1 to the tangent space 

TmX;/i(£), we obtain the following gradient decomposition formula 

(3.3) Vfi=Dfi+v(u,e)Vfiv. 

Moreover, Dv = Dfi everywhere in V n 3^(4). Hence, from (3.2), (3.1) 
and (3.3) we obtain 

2h(t)n© 

where ^ = |£>/i|/|V/i| < 1. Analysis of the last expression in the parenthe- 
ses shows that it is decreasing function on £ for a > 2 and increasing one if 
1 < a < 2. Hence, 

c(a)      f     |V/i|a 
At)<Q(t) + cM   I m 

Zh(t)nv 

where 

a— for a > 2; 
c(a) = {    a 

- for a G (1;2). 

Because the set S^(i) n T> is the i-level of h, the coarea formula yields 

(3.4) ,(,)<«,) + *>! 

for a.e. t€ (h{V),ho). 

3.2. We assume in this paragraph that there exists at least one regular 
asymptotic tract of /. Let A be the open subset of {h{V)\ ho) corresponding 
to regularity of 2?(ro), i.e. T(t) = 0 for t G A, where 

A = U^1Ai,    Ai = (ai,)9i)l 
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and ho € A. We observe that the characteristic J(t) is nondecreasing func- 
tion. Moreover, for t e A we have by Lemma ?? that X(t) = A*>/l(E/l(t)nP), 
and by virtue of (3.4) we obtain 

jf(t)>c(a)x^h(i:h(t)nv)j(t) 

almost everywhere in (/&(!>),/io)- By virtue of absolute continuity of 7(4), 
we arrive at 

Theorem 3.1. Let f(m) be an a-subharmonic function on M and V — 
£>(TO) be a regular component of an asymptotic tract {T)(T)}. Then for any 
ti, t2from{h{V))ho) 

jml < j |V2|1exp    -c{a)     j     A*%h{Jlh{t) n V)dt | . 
3 3 \ (ti^JnA / 

Corollary 3.2. Let f be an a-subharmonic function having at least 
N different regular asymptotic tracts {£>;(T)}, ... , {D^{T)} and a = 
maxi<i<Ar h{Vi), where Vi = ^(n) are regular elements. Then for any 
ti < t2 from (a, ho) 

(3.5) 

N mmN J IV2I1 < J [V^1 exp I -c(a) J ^(EhW; N) dt 

Proof According to the previous theorem we have for every domain Vi and 
for ti <t2, U e (a, ho) that 

exp I C(a) J \i{t)dt j       j     | V/r <      j     | V/| Vir, 
\        *i /  Bh(ti)nVi VinBh(t2) 

where Ai(t) = A* ^(2^(4) n2?i). Summing the last inequalities yields 

N ( t2 \ 

(3.6) m^ J IV2I1 • ^exp    c(a) J Xi(t) dt\ < J IV2I1 

3 \ ti / 3 
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Applying the inequality between arithmetic and geometric means in the 
left side of (3.6) we arrive at 

N   (        t2 \ 

But the domains Vi,... ,VN are pairwise nonoverlapping ones, and 
therefore for every t 6 (ti,i2) 

1    N 1   N 

Hence, the required inequality is proved. □ 

Corollary 3.3. LetM be a manifold with an exhausting function h(m) such 
that for some integer N > 1 and hi < ho 

ho 

(3.7) J Xa,h(^h(t); N) dt = +oo. 

hi 

Then every a-subharmonic function f(m) with finite Dirichlet integral 

/iv/r < 00 

M 

have at most (N — 1) different regular asymptotic tracts. 

Proof Really, if f{m) has N different regular asymptotic tracts, then from 
(3.5) and (3.7) by finiteness of the Dirichlet integral we conclude for some 
i < N and U e {h(Vi), ho) that everywhere in the open set Vi n BhiU) one 
holds |V/| = 0. It follows that f(m) = const when m e Vi n B^U), that 
contradicts the definition of Vi — Vi(ri). D 

Corollary 3.4. Let M be a manifold without a boundary and an exhausting 
function h satisfies 

ho 

(3.8) j Xaih (Efc(t); 2) dt = +00 

hi 
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Then constants are only a-harmonic functions on M with finite Dirichlet 
integral. 

Proof. Let A = U;A; be the subset of (hi, ho) consisting of the regular values 
t of h such th,at AQ;j/l(E/l(t)J2) > 0. It follows from Remark 1 that S/l(t) 
can contain one cyclic components at most. On the other hand, £^(£0) 
is a compact submanifold without a boundary for all to e A. Hence, if 
E^(to) contains a cyclic component then it must contain two or more such 
components. But this contradicts with to ^ A and shows that E/^o) hasn't 
any cyclics. 

Now, let f(m) be an arbitrary a-harmonic function different from a 
constant. Given a fixed point mo we consider the new subharmonic function 
/i(m) = \f{m) - /(mo) I which has at least two different asymptotic tracts. 
The last property is a direct consequence of maximum principle for /1. Then 
it follows from the arguments above that these tracts are regular. □ 

Other conditions concerning the Liouville type theorems can be found, 
for instance, in [8], [9]. We emphasize that our assertions have been formu- 
lated without any requirements on the geodesic completeness. The following 
example shows that the conditions (3.7), (3.8) do not yield it. 

Example 5. Let M be realized as the compact rotational hypersurface 
in Rn with a profile function p(£n), i.e. 

xl + xl + ... + a:*.! = p20rn),        xn > 0. 

We suppose that p(0) = 0 and the original in Rn is the limit singular point 
of M. Namely, 

P(t) = I 

t for t e (0; 1) 

C(t)forte(l;2) 

,\/9-£2forte(2;3) 

where £(t) is a sufficient smooth sewing function. Thus M is a "drop" with 
regular top point A = (0,... , 0,3). Then the geodesic distance h(m) from 
A to m 6 M is an exhausting function on M and 

ho = lim h(m) < +00. 
771—»0 

Therefore, M isn't geodesically complete. On the other hand, all h-spheres 
Eh(t) are (n — 2)-dimensional Euclidean spheres of radius R(i). Here R(t) = 
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p(m) where h(m) = t. It follows for the values of h(m) sufficiently closed to 
ho that 

R(h{m)) = -7=(/zo-/i(m)). 
v2 

We observe also that |V/z| = 1 everywhere in M\{A}. Hence, from 
(2.10) we obtain 

^a,h(Eh(t), N) = 7 -,   as t -> ho, 
rio — t 

where c depends only on n, iV.  We see that (3.8) is valid, while M isn't 
geodesic complete. 

3.3. Now we suppose that an a-subharmonic function /(m) has at least 
N > 1 regular asymptotic tracts {2?I(T)}, ... , {'DN(T)} and choose pairwise 
disjoint domains Vk = Vk(Tk), 1 < k < N such that the sets T>k D 2/^(4) 
would answer to the regularity's condition. 

Applying (2.12) and (3.6) we obtain 

uAnN 11V2I1 J^exp I c(a) j A^(2?fc D Jlh{t))dt \ < 

aaMa(ts)c^aih(t2,ts). 

where M(t) = max^gSfc^f7"!? r2> • • • > T/v, /(^)} and the numbers ti < t2 < 
ts belong to (hi, ho). 

Arguing as in the proof of the corollary C.2. we conclude 

./IV2I1 min   / |V2r < 
l<t<N. 

3 

/ ** 
 ^——capaj/l(t2,t3)exp    -C(Q) j Xa,h(^h(t),N) dt 

Thus, we have proved the following version of the Denjoy-Ahlfors theo- 
rem. 

Theorem 3.5. Let f(m) be an a-subharmonic function and for some inte- 
ger N > 1 

liminfM(0cap^(i,0exp(-^ [\a,h&h(t),N)dt) =0, 
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where M(t) = jmx^h(t) /+(^); ti > 0 is fixed and t, £ are tending to ho 
such that ti < t < £. Then /(m) has at most (N — 1) different regular 
asymptotic tracts. 

4. The cyclic case: singular asymptotic tracts. 

4.1. We observe (see for a detailes [13], [21]) that the topologically trivial 
manifolds such as Rn or graphs over Rn admit a big store of subharmonic 
functions with regular asymptotic tracts. On the other hand, there ex- 
ist manifolds having nontrivial harmonic functions with compact level-sets. 
This means that for such a manifold the term A(S/l(t)'; N) is trivial. It is a 
consequence of the definition of this value by the reduced fundamental fre- 
quency. To deal with such manifolds we must refine our tool. On the other 
hand, there are some difficulties in the higherdimensional case. Namely, we 
need the lower estimations of the first eigenvalue of compact manifolds. In 
this section we consider the two-dimensional case only and will assume that 
a = 2. 

Definition 9. One said that a manifold M admits the harmonic ex- 
hausting if there exists an exhausting function h{m) of M satisfying the 
property: Ah(m) = 0 everywhere outside of S^(0). If dM is not empty 
we'll assume that the condition (1.2) holds for h also. 

Let f(m) be a harmonic function on M and to be a regular value of 
h(m). Then the characteristic Q(t) introduced in (3.1) is differentiable at 
io- Really, it is a consequence of the Stokes' formula and the property of 
orthogonality of V/i to rj(i) that 
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(4.1) 

dqj(to)      d 
dt     ~ dt s^hm. 

1         i 

SiKTjito)): 

r,(t) 

t=to 
W) 

I / 'f™'"* 
J t=t0 

Tjito) 

sfaMto)) J 
div(/Vfe) 

||Vfc|| 
r,-(*o) 

^■m' 

Here by £(y>, T) we denote the flow of if through F. Now from (4.1) and 
(3.1) we obtain 

dt{0)     f^Sih^jito))- 

From harmonicity of / and h we obtain the following 

Proposition 4.1.  T/ie derivative u(t) = ^(t) Z5 a piecewise constant func- 
tion. Moreover, Q(t) is a piecewise linear function. 

We observe that the full flows of / and h through T{t) does not depend 
on the value t. Moreover, 

i 

S(h) = S(h,T(t)) ^SfaTjit)) = j \Vh\ > 0 
3=1 m 

and from Cauchy's inequality we have 

^ - dt-Wf 
4.2. In this paragraph we suppose that h(m) has isolated critical points 

only. We notice that this requirement is realized when dimM = 2. Re- 
ally, due M.Morse, every harmonic function f(rri) on M is simultaneously a 
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pseudoharmonic function in local coordinates of M, and the needed assertion 
follows from the standard properties of pseudoharmonic functions. 

It follows that Q(t) is continuous and hence 

t 

Q(t) = J uWdn, 
o 

Hence, the Main Inequality provides the following relation 

(4.2) ^) > 2\h(Xh(t)) | J(t) - J uWdri 

where 
|2 At) = j |v/|5 

Bfc(t) 

We need the following consequence of Lemma B.5.: 

Proposition 4.2. Let M be a two-dimensional manifold and h(m) be a 
harmonic exhausting on M. Then 

(4.3) Ah(Eh(t)) = 27r min {S-^T^t))} > AnS-^h). 

Proo/. We notice by harmonicity of h(m) that the set 2^(4) splits into the 
union of two nonempty level-sets E^ (i) = {m : /fc(ra) = ±t}. Moreover, by 
the Stokes' formula we have 

S(h,Z+(t)) = S(h,^(t)) = ±S(h), 

and positivity of the flow yields 

(4.4) SfcTjit)) < S(h, S±(t)) = ±S(h). 

Hence (4.3) follows from (2.9) and (4.4). □ 
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Let e be a fixed unit vector in Rn and {11^} be the family of all hy- 
perplanes given by the equation (u^e)xe = t. We notice that every lit is 
orthogonal to e. 

Definition 10. ([26]) A surface M — (M,x) is called tubular if there 
exists an interval (a; b) such that any portion of M situated between two 
hyperplanes 11^ and n$2 with U e (a; 6) is compact and any section UtDM 
is not empty. If (a; b) coincide with the whole Rnl we call M to be tubular 
in the large. 

The simplest example of a tubular in the large minimal surface in Rn3 
is the catenoid. Numerous examples of two-dimensional immersed tubular 
minimal surfaces in Rn can be constructed by the representation for such 
surfaces given in [29]. It follows from the papers [26], [25], [16] that all 
^-dimensional tubular minimal surfaces of arbitrary codimension and p > 3 
are bounded in the e-direction, i.e. they can not be tubular in the large. 

To simplify the argumens we shall assume that a = —b. The general case 
can be reduced to this one with the suitable shift of M along the e-axis. 
We set h(m) = \(u,e)x(m)e\ to be exhausting function on M provided that 
M = (M;x) be a minimal surface. Moreover, Ah(m) — 0 everywhere in 
M \ Ho and hence, h{m) is a harmonic exausting. 

Theorem 4.3. Let M be a two-dimensional tubular with respect to e min- 
imal surface in Rn. Let f be a harmonic function on M with the Dirichlet 
integral J{t). If 

then 

llminf!!lM> 8" 
t->6-o      t S{h)' 

Proof. We rewrite (4.2) with applying of Proposition D.2. as following 

A*)>^[^(t)-Q(*)], 

or, 

|[J(t)exp(-ftrt/5(fc))] > -^|) exp(-87rt/S(/>))- 

After integrating, we obtain 
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J(t)exp(-87rt/S(h)) > - [ Q{y)exp(-87nj/S(h))dy 
Jo 

Now (4.5) yields the needed assertion. 

5. Some applications to the theory of minimal and 
a-minimal surfaces. 

5.1. Let M be an orientiable noncompact p-dimensional manifold and 
x : M —» Rn be a smooth isometric immersion. Let u be the unit normal 
vector field to M = (M, x) and A" be the corresponding Weingarten map. 

The quantity k^E) = {u,e)AvEE is called the curvature in E e TmM 
direction. 

We have already used the following characterestic property of the mini- 
mal surfaces. Namely, they are only surfaces in Rn with harmonic coordinate 
functions. On the other hand, let Aa be the a-Laplacian of M associated 
with the induced metric. We fix a vector e in Rnn + 1 and denote by 
r — eT/|V/|eT the tangent to M direction of the largest increasing of the 
coordinate function fe(m) = (u,e)ex(m). 

Definition 11. [36] We say that a surface M is a-minimal if its mean 
curvature h(rri) and the curvature £V(T) satisfy the following linear relation 

(5.1) h(m) = -(a-2)kl/(r), 

at every point m such that eT(m) ^ 0. 
The definition above is motived by the following usefull analytic inter- 

pretation of condition (5.1). 

Proposition 5.1. A hypersurface M is a-minimal if and only if the coor- 
dinate function f(m) is a-harmonic in the inner metric of M. 

Proof. We have Vl/ = eT for the gradient of /(m) = /e(m) and for a 
tangent vector X we obtain 

VvlVfIV1 f = VdVfleT = fo6)^1**"^1" _ (^e)-Vlxe-LeT _ {u,e)A-A-XeY 
vxiv/ivi/     vx|v/|e ^^^        _ |v^T _       ^^      . 

By self-conjugasy of the Weingarten map Ae   we conclude 

Vl|V/|Vl/ = Ae±(r) 
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everywhere in {m :  |V1/| = |V/|eT ^ 0}. Thus, 

Aaf = div|V/|Vir-2Vl/ = |V/|Vir-2A/+(a-2)(n)e)V|V/|Vl/Vl/|V/|Vir-3 

= |V/|Vir-4 [|V/|eT2A/ + (a - 2)(n,e>^±(eT)eT 

and applying the known [17] connection between the Laplacian and the mean 
curvature 

A«/ = |Vf\eTa-2{u, e)H + (a - 2)J3(r, rje"1. 

If M is a hypersurface then e1 = (u,e)euu and the definition of a- 
harmonicity of /(m) can be written as 

(h(m) + (a - 2)MT))|V/|eTa"2 = 0, 

which proves the Proposition E.l. D 

5.2. We remind that for two smooth manifolds Mi and M2 a mapping 
F : Mi —► M2 is called the mapping with bounded distortion, or quasiregular 
mapping, if the Jacobian detdxF doesn't change the sign on Mi and there 
exists a constant K > 1 such that 

(5.2) m&x\dxF(E)\ < Kmm\dxF(E)l    xeM, 

where the minimum and maximum are taken over all unit tangent vectors 
E € TxMi. The smallest constant K = K(F) is called the distortion coeffi- 
cient of F(x) ([1], [31]). 

Another well-known fact (see [30]) is that the Gauss map 

7 : M -► S2 

of two-dimensional minimal surface into the standart sphere is conformal. 
The following assertion was announced in [36] and extends that property on 
the class of a-minimal surfaces. 

Theorem 5.2. Let a > 1. Then the Gauss map 7 of a two-dimensional 
a-minimal surface is a mapping with bounded distortion. Moreover, 

if (7) < max(a - 1; -). 
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Proof. We observe that the tangent spaces TmM to M and T7(m)52 to sphere 
iS2 can regarded as canonically isomorphic ones. Really, we identify the 
image of the Weingarten map A(E) with cfrY^jE1). 

Let us consider an arbitrary point m such that eT(m) 7^ 0 and choose the 
orthonormal basis Ei, E2 of the tangent space at m which one diagonalizes 
the symmetric Weingarten map A": 

A^) = Ai£i 

where Ai, A2 are the principal curvatures of M at m. Set r = eT/|eT|. Then 
for some angle ip G [0; 27r) we have 

r = Ei cos ij) + E2 sin t/;, 

and by virtue of (5.1), 

(u, e) A^CrJr - Ai cos2 ^ + A2 sin2 ^ — (Ai + A2). 

Thus, 
1 + (a - 2) sin2 V> 

Ai = -A2 
l + (a-2)cos2'0' 

We observe that the last identity yields negativity of Jacobian 
det(dm7) = Ai A2 at m. Now, using the extremal properties of the quadratic 
forms we obtain the value of the distortion coefficient K at m, 

r    1, l + (a-2)sin2V 
Km = maxia; -}, Q = - 7——rr oT- m       v      V 1 + (a - 2) cos2 ^ 

An easy computation of the maximal value of the right part over all admis- 
sible angles ij) yields the required inequality. 

If eT(m) = 0, then one can show (see [36]) that Weingarten map A" is 
the identical null and (5.2) is trivial. □ 

Corollary 5.3. For a.  >   1  two-dimensional planes are only entire a- 
minimal graphs in Rn3. 

Proof. This version of the well-known S.N.Bernstein's result is a direct con- 
sequence of the previous theorem and the theorem of L.Simon [32] on the 
two-dimensional entire graphs with quasiconformal Gauss map. □ 
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5.3. Let a — 2, M be a two-dimensional manifold and /(m) be a 
subharmonic function on M having iV different regular asymptotic tracts 
^i) £>2,... , 7?iv. Let h{m) be an exhausting function on M and 

0{t) =   J |V/|Vlft, 

is the flow of /i(ra) through 2^(4).   Then we have from Lemma ?? and 
inequalities (2.9), (3.5) for any ti < £2 < £3 such as ti > maxi<Ar h(Vi) : 

(5.3) 

rt3 

^min /|V2|1<    f- 
4 i<Nj  [ J   fj, 

3 Lh 

dt 

Kmt) 
expl-27riv/l))' 

where ^(t) = maxm€E/iW |V/|/(m). 
Now we suppose that x : M —► Rn is a proper minimal immersion. Then 

^(ra),! < k < ny are harmonic functions on M and Lemma A.l. yields 
that h(m) = |V/|^(m) is an exhausting function. We observe that 

Vlft(m) = (VllV/Km))1 = 
^T(m) 

|V/|x(m)' 

and hence, 

|V/|Vl*(m) = lyia;T(m) < 1 IV/la.-M 
everywhere in M, and after applying Cauchy's inequality, 

taHM/2(/ 
1/2 

dt 

W) 

we obtain 

(5.4) 
b 

I dt       ,.   b.n 
0 

-a St 

= (In ^)- 
a I 

Bh(b)\Bh(a) 
\Vf\x2 

-1 
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Substituting in (5.3) the coordinate function Xk{m) instead of /(m) ar- 
rive at 

(5.5) 

min /       iTf lT71r 2 < ^ {V{tz) " ^^ n:n I    ^^Al) mm^      y       IV/IVI^   <       NlnHh/h)      ^{-V{t2).V{tl) 

Here 

^(*) = /      712- 

This quantity have been used by the authors in the paper [24] for es- 
timation of the extremal length of a family of curves on minimal surface. 
In fact, the asymptotic behaviour of V(t) at infinity can describe in terms 
of the integral-geometrical invariants of minimal submanifolds. In recent 
paper [35] the following property of V(t) has been established. Let M be a 
p-dimensional properly immersed minimal surface in Rn such that 

(5.6) V(t) = f      r-^ = O(lnt),    as i - oo 
JM(t) \x(m)\P 

where M(t) = {m : 1 < \x(m)\ < t}. Then [35] there exist the limits 

(5.7) VP(M) = hm —7^ = lim "  \n        > 

where u)p is the (p — 1)-dimensional measure of a unit sphere Sp~1(l). 

Remark 2. In particularly (see [35]), if M is a two-dimensional prop- 
erly immersed surface of finite total Gaussian curvature then VziM) = £, 
where £ is the number of ends of M. Moreover, it was shown in [35] that 
properly immersed p-dimensional minimal submanifolds with Vp(M) < oo 
have the finite number of topological ends. On the other hand, for the two- 
dimensional helicoid one holds V2(M) — +oo while its Eulerian characteris- 
tic and the number £ are finite. We don't also know whether V2(M) < +oo 
yields finiteness of the total Gaussian curvature of a minimal surface M. 

In this paragraph we study relations between V2(M)'and the number 
of humps which can be cut off from a two-dimensional minimal surface by 
a system of hyperplanes. In this connection, we notice that even if M be 
the two-dimensional catenoid then there are planes which don't cut off any 
humps from the surface. Really, it is sufficient to consider a plane which is 
orthogonal to the axis of the catenoid. Therefore, we need the following 
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Definition 12. A direction e G Rn is called regular for a surface M if 
M doesn't contain in a hyperplane othogonal to e and all sections of M by 
hyperplanes n_Le don't contain compact components (here and henceforth 
we mean by "sections of M etc" the words "the preimage of sections of 
x(M) etc" if the surface M doesn't embedded). 

For such two hyperplanes III and 112 we denote by N(Ili] II2) the number 
of components of M lying outward of the slab with a boundary Hi U112. 

We notice, that a hump must have noncompact boundary. 

Theorem 5.4. Let M be a two-dimensional properly immersed minimal 
surface in Rn with finite protective 2-volume ^(.M). Let e be a regular 
direction. Then for any hyperplanes Hi and 112 orthogonal to e 

(5.8) iV(ni;n2) < 2V2{M). 

Proof Really, let xi be corresponding to e coordinate function xi(m) = 
(u, e)x(m)e. Then M doesn't contain in any hyperplane which is orthogonal 
to e and it follows that Xi(m) does not constant. Withot loss of generality we 
can arrange that 11; is defined by xi — {—l)la for some a > 0 and consider 
the subharmonic function f(m) = |:ci(ra)|. We fix ti > a and denote by 
J > 0 the left part of (5.5). Given e > 0, we find £2 to be sufficient large 
such that 

V{t) <2ir{V2{M) +e)]nt. 

Hence, for any t > t2 and from (5.3), 

4t2t-N/(y2{M)+e) 
J < —2-2  

N\n(t3/t2) 

where £3 > £2 and N = JVXIIuIfe). 
We choose now ts — 2*2. Then £2 —► 00 gives 

N 
>0, 

V2(M)+e 

and (5.8) is proved. □ 

5.4. In this paragraph we deal with the minimal surfaces M of finite 
topological type. This means that M is realized by a minimal immersion 
of some compact manifold M of genus g with a finite number £ of points 
removed. The last points is called the ends of M. 
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Definition 13. Let f(m) be a harmonic function on M. Due to [28] we 
define the index of the function f(m) at a critical point mo C Z(f) to be 
the number 

ind(rao) = - - 1, 

where a is the number of spliting continua of the set {m G M : f(m) = 
/(mo), m 7^ mo and m is sufficiently near to mo}. 

It has been shown in [28] that ind(mo) is a positive integer provided that 
/ is not a constant. 

Theorem 5.5. Let M be a two-dimensional properly immersed minimal 
surface in Rn of finite topological type, e is a regular direction and xi be 
the corresponding coordinate function. IfV2(M) < +oo then the number of 
critical points {ai} of xi(m) is finite. Moreover, 

(5.9) ^indte^VHMJ-xCM), 

where x(M) is the Eulerian characteristic of M. 

Remark 3. When M is homeomorphic to a sphere with i/ points re- 
moved this assertions was proved in [22]. 

Proof. We denote by N(t) the number of components of {m e M : x\(m) > 
t}. By virtue of the maximum principle for the coordinate functions of 
minimal surfaces, ^f{t) is nondecreasing integer-valued function for t e R71, 
and for any critical value ai we have 

(5.10) lim     J\f(t) -      lim     N(t) > 1. 
t—>xi(ai)-\-Q t^xi(ai)—0 

Really, the level set {m G M : xi(m) = ai} is a union of continua 7 and 
by virtue of assumption of the regularity of the coordinate function, none of 
7,s is compact. We write 

A/X+oo) =   lim Af{t). 
t—>+oo 

We also observe that finiteness of the projective volume of M yields 
parabolic conformal type of M (see [24]). Thus, by the Phragmen-Lindelof 
theorem applied to the harmonic function #1(771) we can suppose that all 
humps of {m e M|£1(771) > t} are unbounded at the positive ^i-direction. 
Then finiteness of the number of critical points a* of xi follows from (5.10) 
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and finiteness of the number M of asymptotic tracts of |a;i(m)|. The last 
property is a consequence of (5.8). 

Our proof of (5.9) is an appropriate generalization of the corresponding 
estimate in [22] for zero-genus minimal surfaces. 

We choose c to be a positive number which is greater than the absolute 
value of any critical value Xi(aj). It follows from conformality of the Gauss 
map of a twodimensional minimal surface that it has locally finite multi- 
plicity. This property provides (see [2, Theorem 18.5.4]) existence of the 
regular part M' of M, i.e. such a smooth compact submanifold of M (with 
nonempty boundary) which satisfies the following conditions 

1. the topological type of M' coincides with the same of M: xiM') = 
X(M); 

2. every boundary component of M is a finite family of alternating xi (m)- 
level-curves 7* (xi = ±c) and the gradient-curves F* (i.e. the curves 
of the most increasing of xi(m))\ 

3. the number £ of all components of dM' coincides with the number of 
ends of M. 

From regularity of the e-direction follows that each 7* is a simple open 
curve. As a consequence, every component of dM' contains of an even 
number of 7^ and the same number of Tj. 

We consider the decomposition of the following two parts of M into open 
components 

{x1(m)>c} = u£10+    ,    {x1(m)<-c} = U?-10-. 

Since the set {|^i(m)| > c} doesn't contain any critical points, each Of 
is homotopically equivalent to a two-dimensional disk. Furthermore, one 
can determinate a bijection between the arcs 7$ and the components Of. It 
follows from (5.8) and the alternating property of 7; and Tj that 

N+ = N- = A/X+oo) = ^ < V2(M). 

Let Mo = M'fiM' be the result of pasting together of two copies of M7 

along dM' and consequent contracting of each curve 7* and its copy into 
a point Gi. Then (see [34], Section 5, ex. 5), the genus go of MQ can be 
expressed by 

(5.11) go = 2g + e-l, 
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where H is a number of the components of 9M'. 
By virtue of the definition of Mo the coordinate function ^i(m) can be 

canonically lifted up to the well-defined on MQ function /. Then /(£) is 
smooth everywhere on Mo \ G, where G = {G;}. Moreover, all of Gj's are 
the points of strong maximum and minimum of /(£). 

For the Eulerian characteristic we have from (5.11) 

(5.12) 
X(Mo) = 2 - 25o - 2(2 -2g-C)= 2x{M!) - 2x(M). 

We can lift by a natural way the gradients field VaJi(ra) up to the con- 
tinuous vector field X(m) = V/ on Mo \ G. Then the set of singular points 
of X(m) consists of: a) the critical points {ai}jL1 and its doubles {a*}^; 
and b) the singular points Gj. 

Let ind^X denotes the rotational number (index) of the field X at £ [27, 
§5]. Then at the extreme points we have 

(5.13) indG.X = 1. 

On the other hand, by virtue of the definition of the index of harmonic 
function (see also [27, §6]) it is easily seen 

(5.14) ind^X = indajX = inda^Va?!) = -ind(a;). 

Indeed, the last identity follows from analysis of a sufficient small neigh- 
bourhood of the critical point a; of a harmonic function. 

Thus, we can apply the Poincare-Hopf theorem and from (5.13), (5.14) 
we obtain 

TV 

X(M0) = Y, '^aX + £ inda,X + ]r mdGjX = 
3=1 

-2 ]rind(ai)+.A/\ 

Hence, by (5.12) we arrive at 

J>d(ai) = y -x(M) < V2(M)-x(M), 

and the theorem is proved. 

5.5. To present some applications of these theorems we first suppose 
that M is a properly immersed plane in Rn3, i.e. x(^0 = x(R'n2) = 1. 
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Definition 14. Let V be a 2-dimensional plane in Rn3 and Try : Rn3 —► 
V be the orthogonal projection. A surface M = (M; u) is said to be proper 
with respect to V if for any sequence {m/J c M without accumulation 
points in M the sequence Try o u(mk) hasn't any accumulation point in V. 
Other words, the composition Try o u is proper mapping. 

Given a plane V in Rn3 denote by n{v) the algebraic multiplicity of the 
orthogonal projection of M onto V at v. 

Theorem 5.6. Let M be a two-dimensional minimal properly immersed 
plane in Rn3 and M be proper with respect to a two-dimensional plane V. 
Then either M is a plane, or 

(5.15) liminf-^- /    -/    n(tei0)d6 > 8. V ; R^oo In 22 A    Wo 

Proof. In [24] (see also [35]) was proved that 

1       rR dt   r27r 

(5.16) F2OM)<liminf—— /    ^/     n(teid)d6. 
"   --     inn J1    t J0 R->oo 4In, 

Hence A'l has finite projective volume V2(M). Let a : M —> S2 be the 
Gauss map and M be different from a plane. Then a(M) has nonempty 
interior into-(M). We choose arbitrary v e int(7(M). Thus the corresponding 
coordinate function 

f(rn) = (it, e)x(m)v = vixi(rn) + V2X2(m) + i/3^3(^) 

has at least one critical point mo corresponding to aimo) = i/. We notice, 
that by virtue of our assumption ^(.M) = 1, i/ is a regular direction provided 
A^ doesn't consist in a hyperplane. Therefore, we have 

(5.17) ind(mo) > 1. 

Now our statement follows from x(.M) = 1, (5.17), (5.16) and (5.9). 
As a consequence of this theorem we obtain a new proof of the Bernstein's 

theorem. □ 

Corollary 5.7.  The only entire graphs of minimal surfaces are the planes. 

Proof We observe that n(v) = 1 for a graph and therefore 

i     fR dt  r2^ 
liminf -±-        ™        n{teie)d6 - 2Tr < 8. 
i^oo \nRjl    t JQ 
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□ 

Another consequence gives a quant at ive form of the previous result. 

Corollary 5.8. Let M be an immersed minimal surface of finite topological 
type which is homeomorphic to a compact Riemannian surface of genus g 
with I points removed. Then in the given above notations: 

liminf — /   - /    n{tei6)d6 >2{l + 3-g). 
nn Ji    t Jo R->oo In. 
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